INTRODUCTION

Mbox Player and Mbox Player Sync Software Version 1.0

Software version 1.0 is now available for the Mbox Player and Mbox Player Sync applications. This version is recommended for all users.

Overview

Mbox Player version 1.0 is the first release of the Mbox Player application. Mbox Player is a new version of the Mbox family of products, intended for use as a simple, single output playback tool. Player supports movie, still image, and text file playback, with embedded audio in movies. Media clips can be organized in a linear fashion, have their properties edited in the Preview bus, and then be loaded into the Program bus for playback. Transitions between clips can be configured as cuts, crossfades, or delays.

Mbox Player Sync 1.0 is the first release of the Mbox Player Sync application. Mbox Player Sync is the companion application to Mbox Player and allows remote triggering of one or more Mbox Player instances over an Ethernet network.

Notes

+ Refer to the Mbox Player manual for operating instructions
+ Mbox Player supports both a USB license key or eSellerate soft-license for activation, but will run in a demo mode without a license.
+ Requires OS X 10.10 (Yosemite) or newer. OS X 10.11.6 (El Capitan), macOS 10.12.6 (Sierra), or macOS 10.13.3 (High Sierra) are recommended
+ Requires a Mac computer with an Intel 64-bit processor and at least 8GB of RAM. SSD or flash-based storage is recommended. A discrete GPU is strongly recommended for best rendering results. One Ethernet interface is required for remote triggering and playback synchronization from Mbox Player Sync.
+ Requires two video outputs from computer for fullscreen show output, but can be programmed in window mode with only one video output.